Subject: HURT BY TRADE SANCTIONS-are you proud to be an US american?

Dalton,

You think that what I am doing is only entertainment for myself, no different to the vast majority of people who attend adult education classes whether in the arts, religion, politics, economics even sex education classes for those of us not already wearing adult diapers.

What do you think you know about God that I don’t already know including how smart God would be to enter the minds of mindless people to serve as “billboards” to others?

Better to keep quiet and let people think you to be a fool than to speak out and remove all doubt! – Proverbs.

But there is another thought that occasionally enters your mind such as the fact that it is almost impossible to imagine what it is like to be in my shoes and while “living right” to wake up each morning of my life as I did this morning, to an extraordinary ocean view that allows one to see as far as the eyes can see, perhaps today with the clearest of blue skies some, 100 miles away, and in the foreground flocks of birds, the cormorants this morning flying in V formations lasting more than 5 minutes when a break occurred of no more than 30 seconds when my most gorgeous, sexy wife and I saw about a thousand of them flying back south, deciding to literally crash in to the small waves right in front of our studio cliff house.
Now as a slight southerly wind picks up, the 20 or so birds of different species that were just moments ago relaxing on the water, about 10 or so flying around and about, now having all flown away.

Can you imagine if in fact God does have a hand in each one of the actions as well as inactions all around each one of us 7 billion odd, 24/7 and has the smarts to use the negativity of all those knowingly not “living right”, to empower those of us “living right”, now and forever affording me to keep repeating for the brain dead, “each of us gets our just deserve in this lifetime as well as in the next”?

So let’s look at all the Mother Theresa’s of the world feeling so good about themselves as they with the cameras rolling deal so well with our guilt as they care so selflessly for those of our slaves in far off lands dying of thirst, the worst type of death; and lets for the moment, forget about those being taken care of by the so very corrupt Catholic church very much in a “love fest” with academia, the new corrupt church, dying of starvation.

Would it be too much to ask right now for you to get me the email addresses of one or more of your professors?

I assume you weren’t that great a student that afforded you a Bachelor of Arts degree in Philosophy just by showing up for most of your lectures in your first semester?

Consequently, it is possible that when you were figuring stuff like,

    Truth is tricky
    Absolute Truth is God...God is Good, and God is love

you found the time in your busy schedule to think about how the university were able to afford the paper you used when going to the university toilet let alone fine parchment for your diploma.

Why is it so difficult for you to see the connection between the price you pay for your daily cup of coffee even if the coffee tree is grown in your own backyard but prefer to add cow milk or soy milk but need the space for a pot to pee in because God for good reason doesn’t love you more than that unconscious person in the arms of Mother Theresa dying of thirst or their head simply chopped off, and tyrants in other parts of the world brutally suppressing their peoples while you remain in your denial state, fully aware, however, that the United States of America has the military mite to blow such despots/tyrans away in the flash of an eye and has done so even to the point of dropping 2 nuclear bombs within 3 days of one another on two civilian populations, the second hydrogen bomb significantly more powerful than the first?

And yet you can figure out on your own, remember you have a degree, in Philosophy, thank you, that the United States of America supported for some 45
odd years the most repressive South African Apartheid Regime following World Oil War II and when it looked like the Apartheid Government would finally topple the US imposed trade sanctions that only strengthened the mite of DeBeers who just love it when it is the poor who mostly get hurt by trade sanctions.

Didn’t anyone beginning with your parents teach you that money is just one means of exchange and only has value so long as the people you are exchanging goods and services with perceive its value?

Didn’t the same co-opted-corrupted people explain to you that just one monopoly in a key industry like mining, not can, but DOES destroy “free market forces” making it therefore impossible most of all for people to have faith in the currency issued by any government that allows just one monopoly in a key industry like mining?

Consequently, when people on the receiving end of your tyranny decide that they not only feel better without the brainwashing distributed, even though it is “free of charge” by Philosophy graduates from American universities, the new corrupt church, but at least equal in importance, they no longer fear your big guns because there is one or more nations out there with at least equal the firepower, if not significantly more, which happens to be the case over there in the People Republic of China who have openly supported both industrial and military strategic alliances with the State of Israel, then you may wake up one morning and even though you have this most magnificent coffee tree in your backyard and decided to go without milk, you still need the gas to turn on the oven, if nothing else than to give you a quick high, that the Peruvians may decide not to ship unless you pay in gold.

It is very possible that your 43 odd word response will be the catalyst for two Peruvians, Augusto and Alvaro, on opposite ends of the socio-economic pyramid to come “to-get-her” [sic].

Bear in mind that most folks in places like south America never experienced directly the dropping of bombs on places like Bologna, Italy, or London, England, or Berlin, Germany or Stalingrad, Russia etc, etc but a fair number of them have heard of the ovens of Auschwitz and I take it so have you and all those who continue to “lend you support” by making a point of not contributing even a penny more to www.just3ants.com!

There is nothing “tricky” about Truth, that which does not change.

There is nothing like the truth hitting home to those in faraway lands but as close as Mexico waking up to why US Americans are so very arrogant when we tell them, “Why don’t you peasants clean up your acts and get rid of our tyrants?”

There is nothing you can do about the fact that a very sensible person like South African-Israeli Boris Senior, Deputy Chief of the Israel Air Force would present irrefutable smoking gun proof that US Americans were not friends of the State of Israel; moreover that US Americans would interfere with the fledging State of Israel in a fight for its life.
There is nothing in the least bit smart about you and those who choose your company.

Please send me a list of all your supporters and don't bother including all those on the just3ants.com "$ hit List".

Gary
Gary -

Thanks for the great emails... ;)

Truth is tricky

Absolute Truth is God...God is Good, and God is love

In 1996, The University of New Mexico issued a Bachelor of Arts degree in Philosophy to me

peace and light ~

Dalton